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Praise from Energx Clients

“100% of our team said that they would recommend an Energx 

experience to their friends and colleagues. I believe this was due to the 

effective combination of theory and practice in one session. It was the 

most important day we will have together this year I am sure.” 

Paul Connell | Chief Marketing Officer – Homecare | Unilever 

“With limited training budgets, we love the data led approach which 

means that each time we’ve been able to precisely target our training 

in the areas they’ll make the biggest impact and then track the return 

on that investment. With a team of millennials, we were looking 

for something new, exciting and fun, as well as effective. The team 

feedback has been phenomenal.”

Katrina Barry | Managing Director | Contiki Holidays

“Energx is a systematic approach to wellness which is not an 

intervention, but rather builds education and capability for individuals 

to be more accountable for their own change.”

Nikki Harrison | Head of People | M&C Saatchi

Energx Clients
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!
WOMEN ONLY FEEL THEY HAVE ENOUGH ENERGY 
FOUR OF TEN DAYS. FOR MEN IT’S JUST OVER FIVE. 
THIS IS PROFOUNDLY IMPACTING YOUR BUSINESS. 

DiversityX Pty Ltd 2018 ©
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Why Energy?  

Human energy is the most important currency in your business. 

It is the collective energy and creativity of your people that is 

the most valuable, sustainable and high growth resource in your 

teams, and organisation. We call this WELL TH CREATION.

We are living in a time of intense 

transition fueled by disruptive technology. 

To survive, let alone thrive, every 

business must be agile, solve 

complex problems, grow, learn, 

create, innovate, adapt, and care. 

It’s hard, if not impossible to do any of this 

when your people are tired. And they are.

Energy is intuitive to us all. To 

increase our energy, we must turn this 

intuition into energy intelligence™.

In terms of performance, we can only 

achieve what we have energy for, so 

ultimately it is our energy that determines 

our ability to BE and FEEL successful. 

Any energy that is directed to non-value 

adding activities adds cost, while reducing 

speed, productivity and engagement.

Dr Stefan Volk 

Director of the Body, Heart and Mind in 

Business Research Group 

The University of Sydney Business School

“Human energy is a concept that can feel ‘fluffy’ at one end of the 
spectrum and overwhelmingly complex at the other. 
Energx have managed to simplify and connect the thinking of many 
disciplines to create something more accessible and practical - 
the capability of energy intelligence. Together we share the strong 
belief that the most valuable, sustainable and high growth potential 
resource in an organisation is the collective energy of its people.” 

Self-Care Without Stigma  

For many speaking about mental health and resilience carries a 

sense of stigma and self judgment. This means that often it is the 

people who need help most who don’t engage. We make self-care 

conversations less scary, so they can become more frequent. 

It’s about prevention AND performance. 

Work related injury and disease cost 

Australian employers $3.1 billion a year.  

Claims involving mental health conditions 

are usually associated with an above 

average time off work (15.3 weeks vs 

5.5 weeks) and higher than average 

claim costs ($24,500 vs $9,000).

20 times more sick days per month are 

taken by workers with severe depression.

Energx programs focus on skills to 

prevent and overcome seven Energy 

Crisis Indicators™ [ECIs] which feel very 

‘everyday’. 

The seven ECIs are: You feel like your 

body’s not in best working order; you feel 

unfulfilled; you don’t know what to do 

next; negative self talk; waking up tired; 

getting stressed over small things; and 

feeling isolated or disconnected from the 

people that are close to you.
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                  Your fire is stoked by FEELING.

We’re energised when our relationship with 

ourselves is kind, generous, compassionate 

and loving. This is the foundation for 

creating healthy, energising and positively 

challenging relationships with others.

                  Without fuel, there’s no FIRE.

We’re energised when we love what we do 

and why we do it. This is about being clear on 

our strengths and getting to use them every 

day to contribute to something meaningful.

                  Creating energy requires FOCUS.

This is your energy diary and plan. We’re 

energised when we create space for the 

stuff that adds value to our personal and 

professional lives while we remove, or 

reframe the energy vampires that deplete us.

Energy Intelligence (ExIQ) = Wellbeing Without The ‘Woo-Woo’

ExIQ™ is a human performance capability designed for 

the future of work. Turning our natural intuition into energy 

intelligence means we can take more responsibility for our 

wellbeing to be our best self at home and work. 

Like any capability, ExIQ starts with being aware of what to do 

and practicing to achieve excellence. Achieving mastery then 

enables you to coach others and create energising experiences.

An Accessible Approach That Delivers Results

Energx programs have delivered a 49% increase in the number of 

days people feel energised in just twelve weeks. 

ExIQ assessments measure four macro strengths – the Energx 4Fs™ 

- a holistic framework that considers the variables that energise and 

deplete, while helping teams set new energy goals.

Awareness

ExcellenceMas
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ry

“I k
now what to do”

“I do it consistently well”“I can coac
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                 FUEL is the foundation.

These are the things that we have the most 

influence over. We’re energised when we 

make healthy choices about the quality, 

quantity and frequency of our food and 

water, fitness, recovery and sleep.
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IF YOU KNEW THERE WAS A PART OF YOUR 
BUSINESS CAPABLE OF ACHIEVING 49% GROWTH 
IN JUST 12 WEEKS, WHAT WOULD YOU DO? 

DiversityX Pty Ltd 2019 ©
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A data and insight driven approach designed to 
prevent burnout and lift performance. Immediately. 

Your people are depleted. The real question is, by how much? 

Endorsed by The University of Sydney Business School, our unique 

digital ExIQ assessment precisely identifies which factors are 

impacting your people at an individual and collective level. This gives 

you the confidence to know your investment will deliver real results.

Our analytics ensure you can answer three questions confidently: 

1. How depleted are my people, and in which areas? 

2. What is the right course of action? 

3. How do I know my investment worked? 

This data informs the design of all learning experiences, allowing a very personalised 

experience in a group setting.

Few organisations excel at change. Be one of them.

Energx are experts in complex change. We’ve learned that all change is social by nature. 

That’s why we studied successful social change leaders to see what it really takes to inspire 

and drive inclusive change at scale, without burning out in the process. 

It’s this unique perspective which means we can help your teams get fit for what lies ahead, 

whether it’s a sprint, a marathon or just handling lifes everyday challenges. 
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How Much Energy Do You Need? | Our Signature Experiences  

Personal and Collective ExIQ Assessments

Our digital ExIQ assessment is completed in just 

15 minutes on any device. 50 questions across the 

Energx 4Fs identify what is energising you, what 

is depleting and help set new energy goals. Each 

person recieves a 20-page Personal ExIQ Report 

with results and recommendations. On request 

team results can be aggregated to produce a 

Collective ExIQ Report. 

Interactive Masterclasses and Keynotes

45-60 minute TEDx style talks or two-hour 

masterclasses that build awareness of the seven 

Energy Crisis Indicators [ECIs] that lead to burnout 

and provide practical lessons on how to build ExIQ. 

Topics include: How To Prevent Burnout, Getting 

Fit For Change, Creating A Wellbeing Culture, 

Energised Employee Experience Design. 

The Personal Energy Excelerator™

In only a half-day, this dynamic, multi-sensory 

team bonding experience builds the foundations 

of ExIQ, enhances self-awareness and empathy, 

and guides each participant to develop a personal 

energy plan they feel confident will get them to 

their energy goals. 

Energised Leadership for Energised Teams

Using insights from the Collective ExIQ report, this 

hands-on half-day workshop prepares leaders to 

become role models for wellbeing and to build a 

plan to immediately unlock the energy potential in 

teams while creating the conditions for creativity 

and innovation. 

Inclusive Wellbeing Program Design

First we help you develop the business case 

for your program using Collective ExIQ insights. 

Our collaborative design thinking process then 

supports Energy Champions to develop shared 

goals to build a Collective ExIQ™ program for their 

peers. Our inclusive approach builds empathy for, 

and inspiration from, diverse perspectives across 

your organisation. 

‘Fit for Change’ Transition Programs 

Using insights from the Collective ExIQ report, 

these programs are a powerful combination of the 

skills for change, with the energy to prepare and 

deliver. Designed to meet your needs and delivered 

at scale, they can be applied in either the strategic 

context (business, digital, cultural or brand) or 

personal context (retraining, career transition or 

redundancy). 
Energx @ TEDx

Bursts Of Energy Energy To Go The Distance
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The Energx Flow Delivers An Immediate Return On Investment

Personal Flow

Collective Flow

Personal ExIQ Assessments 
To create a tailored experience three 
sets of data are collected as pre-work:
-  ExIQ Assessment to determine 

current energy and set energy goals.
-  VIA Character assessment to identify 

enabling strengths.
-  Observed strengths survey from 

trusted friends, family and colleagues

Personal ExIQ Reports
This set of personal reports provide 
context and build awareness, esteem 
and confidence.
-  ExIQ 20-page Personal Report with 

results and recommendations
- VIA Character Strengths report
-  ‘ Letters of Strength’ from trusted 

friends, family and colleagues

Accountability And Support
To keep everyone on track towards 
their goals a buddy system establishes 
personal accountability during the 
learning experience. 
Additional professional support is 
accessible via 1:1 coaching or the 
Energx Virtual Coaching app (coming 
soon)

Collective ExIQ Reports
The data from all assessments is 
anonymously aggregated to provide an 
additional layer of insights to leaders
-  Collective ExIQ Report with results 

and recommendations for leadership
-  Collective VIA Character Strengths 

highlighting shared strengths and the  
distribution of strengths in the team

Neuro-Sensory Learning Experiences
Personal and collective data informs 
the design of team sessions while 
simultaneously enabling a personalised 
experience.
This shared experience role models 
wellbeing and is designed to create 
psychological trust and bonding and to 
cater for a diversity of learning styles.

Collective ExIQ Action Plans
Aggregated data allows the 
establishment of shared goals and the 
creation of collective strategies to make 
sure no one gets left behind.
For heightened effectiveness, an 
additional inclusive design thinking 
day facilitated by an Energx coach is 
recommended.

Accountability And Support
Shared goals create accountability and 
the opportunity for new leaders, who 
volunteer, to take on more responsibility. 
New leaders can also access additional 
support via the diverse range of Energx  
1:1 coaches who are available via video 
or in person.

Personal ExIQ Action Plans
All learning experiences result in the 
development of a personal energy 
plan, specifically designed to give 
participants the confidence they 
can get to their overall goal and the 
motivation to get started immediately. 
The plans priortise and focus on micro 
achievements to keep people engaged.

ENERGX - POWER SESSION 2018

MY ENERGY ACTION PLAN

Week One  

M T W T F S S

Week Two

M T W T F S S

Week Three

M T W T F S S

Week Four

M T W T F S S

BUDDY ACCOUNTABILITY

I, ________________________________________ agree to check in on my buddy ____________________________________  

at least once a _______________  to support him/her to achieve his/her energy goal.

Signature _________________________________ Date ___________________
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Career Design Team 
Events With A Difference
Help your team take charge of their career and show you 

care about their wellbeing with our healthy and inclusive 

experiences.

Choose from our unique half or full-day experiences 

designed in collaboration with OzHarvest and Studio Enti.

Limited dates available

Find Your Fire
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Find Your Fire
Half-Day Team Experience

Apply Design Thinking Methods To Your Career

Inclusions + Pricing

*

$

We spend 100,000 hours of our lives at work which has a huge impact on our 
wellbeing. With the future of work upon us, navigating our careers can be a hugely 
stressful experience. That’s why we need not only the skills to confidently make 
career choices but the ability to increase and sustain our energy throughout. 

Led by Chief Energist Sean Hall, who is on his 5th career spanning more than two 
decades of leadership experience in fitness, marketing, technology and HR.

Inspired by Japanese wisdom and positive psychology this experience builds trust 
and understanding by unlocking the personal and collective strengths in your team 
and then exploring creative ways to apply them to work and life. The Ikigai framework 
(translates as ‘reason for being’) as a key contributor to living a long and healthy life. 

Each person will: 

- identify their super powers and recieve a set of character strengths cards to keep

- identify the skills they need to develop for the future of work

- get clarity on what inspires them and how they’d like to make a positive impact

- design career ‘prototypes’ they can confidently test 

- create a personal ‘Ikigai’ statement and vision for the year ahead. 

• Healthy snacks supplied.

• Minimum group size: 18 | Maximum group size: 24 

• Venue and travel costs not included
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Find Your Fire
Full-Day Experience In Collaboration with Studio Enti

Morning Session

Afternoon Session

Inclusions + Pricing

AM

PM

$

We spend 100,000 hours of our lives at work which has a huge impact on our 
wellbeing. With the future of work upon us, navigating our careers can be a hugely 
stressful experience. That’s why we need not only the skills to confidently make 
career choices but the ability to increase and sustain our energy throughout. 

Led by Chief Energist Sean Hall, who is on his 5th career spanning more than two 
decades of leadership experience in fitness, marketing, technology and HR. 

The morning starts with the half-day design thinking experience using ikigai and 
positive psychology methods to provide the team the tools to confidently take charge 
of their career. 

After a tasty healthy lunch, we’ll join ceramicist Naomi Taplin for a hands-on 
experience of the sustainable Japanese art of Kinstugi (golden joinery).

Each person is invited to bring a worn or broken item they’d like to transform or we 
can supply all materials. You’ll be guided in techniques that will see you mindully 
create a beautifully crafted new piece that you’ll cherish for years to come. 

• Morning and afternoon snacks, lunch and drinks supplied.

• Minimum group size: 12 | Maximum group size: 24 

• Darlinghurst location



The best time to have 
more energy is right now.
Let’s get started.

 
Sean Hall | Founder | Chief Energist

sean@energx.com.au 
+61 406 330 130

energx.com.au


